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FIGHTING FOR FREEDOM & DEMOCRACY 
Like Spreading Manure on a Farm

So many Jews are out of the bag now.  Everyday more and more we learn about their 
malfeasance.  The Jewish Question is being answered on the Internet by growing legions of White 
People who are reaching a critical mass of awareness and beginning to say, ‘Enough is Enough!!!’

In order to aid in this great work it is incumbent upon me to add my voice and add power 
to this awakening.  Therefore I have been scribbling these DtRHs and encourage you to make 
copies of those editions which resonate with you and hand them to people who are like fertile soil 
in which ideas can grow  and help to finally overcome the enemy of all life on Earth whose minions 
the Judaics are increasingly revealing themselves to be.  They are precisely as Jesus of Nazareth 
said in many places in the New Testament of the Book.  He and those scribes and editors who kept 
some of those precious words alive through the ages clearly indicated that there is a very dark 
essence in the Judaic soul; if indeed they have a soul.  That is the question, isn’t it?  Does the Jew 
have a soul?  Judging from their behaviour throughout history/herstory it appears questionable 
whether they are even human beings.

Jews believe that all of us, who are not believers in their psychopathic sophistry espoused 
in the Talmud, the Torah, and Cabala are ‘animals in human skin.’  The Jews call us, Goyim 
which means We Who Are Not Jewish can be lied to, cheated, robbed, and murdered in whatever 
way brings joy to the Judaic Sociopath.  Ted Bundy liked smashing Shiksas; those being White 
Gentile Girls; mostly teenaged girls with long brown hair in his case, with a tire iron before he did 
things with the lifeless body.  Ted did well over 30 or so before he was finally fried in Florida.  
Jeffrey Dahlmer did things to human beings similar to what the White Afrikaaners and Boers are 
presently experiencing.  However, Jeffrey kept his meat in the fridge, whereas the savages who 
are stealing the land in South Africa like their White meat rancid and crawling with maggots.  
What got that process underway in South Africa is Democracy.  Democracy helped to spread the 
mind worms which ate up the brains of White People down there; just as it is doing everywhere 
else, and now a Communist government reigns supreme and everything is going to Hell in a rusty 
wheel barrow with squealing bearings pushed by cannibals.

Human beings who are White tend to have huge empathy for unfortunates; those being the 
retarded races who live in lands they could never develop or do much more than build grass and 
stick huts on, for example.  Up here where I live, beavers can do that.  White People, who have 
built pretty much everything of note on the planet, instinctively recognize their superiority but, 
being also highly sheepified by their superior culture of caring and millennia of social engineering 
by those wielders of power and control; places where Jews have prominently sat right from the 
get go, they took to the lie of Democracy thinking they actually had a say in the matter; not 
recognizing the fact that most of their opinions were decided for them by the Main Scream Jews; 
with their magazines, newspapers, radio, Tell Lie Visions and movies.  What little opinions 
regarding the more important matters such as your future in Heaven, are largely also the ideas of 
others and very few form opinions of their own regarding their connection with their Heavenly 
Father; the Creator of the Heavens and the Earth.  That is, if they even think on this idea, at all 
anymore. At one time, the relationship of Man with God and God with Man was the fundamental 
question and then questions arose why Judaics did not play the game with the same rules; the 
Golden one and the Ten Commandments and hence drove them out of the Christian nations the 
Judaics had infected.
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Since Jews consider all the rest of us as animals, they think of the places where we live as 
farms.  Does that not make sense?  Of course it does.  Gentiles/Goyim are herded with ideas and 
the one which is used like a manure to grow the Judaic Agenda is Democracy; an idea which is so 
ludicrous; so totally absurd it is every bit as crazy as the fertilizer known as Communism. Both 
ideas are used to herd the Goyim down various chutes and if they do not comply, they are 
tortured and killed; sometimes their blood is drunk in a diabolical orgy; Purim perhaps, and their 
organs devoured ravenously.  Thanks to that awesome manure, Democracy, anything goes now 
and they are quite open about their natural propensity towards the worship of Lucifer and his 
henchman, Satan.  Those fallen angels have deluded humanity through their now 17 million 
members who have infected all the halls of power throughout the Communist and Democratic 
countries of the planet.   The most powerful of those Jews got there because they control the 
media, as I said.  They also control the banks and they control the UN and its army directed from 
Washington D.C. a corporation controlled by Jews and imposed on the people of the once, United 
Sovereign States of North America.  The people voted but it didn’t matter what the end result of 
the count would have been.  The entire thing is rigged and there are only two choices.  Jews have 
made it easy for you.  And yet the people still think that the Federal Reserve is a government 
enterprise and some sort of legitimate institution.  Democracy got the people the education system 
they have which indoctrinated them into believing that nonsense.  Democracy got them all 
believing in the Jewish Holohoax, a huge scam which has impoverished entire nations because of 
the horrendous amounts of money they have to pay to survivors of an imaginary event; totally 
dismissing the story of what Jewish Communism did to over 140,000,000 White Christians in the 
USSR.  What reparations are there for the descendants of that horror?  Don’t you think the White 
Russians are not scarred from those days?

A story that is told in the indoctrination centres called Public Schools is that God is not 
real but the Jew’s claim to Palestine is ordained by God.  Now how does that make any sense?  In 
those same schools the children are made to believe that just because some bloated political 
cockroach could write a letter to another vermin named Rothschild and legalize thereby the theft 
of an entire nation of people who have lived in the place for millennia and thereby justify the 
extermination of the indigenous population; Christians and Muslims.  

Speaking of Muslims, the indoctrination centres of the Democratic nations have never 
taught the children how the Middle East was entirely Christian for a very long time and that 
Muslims began to mass murder the Christians and take over their lands so that now Muslims rule 
a huge amount of territory and are invading Europe and North America.  The children are taught 
that those nasty Knights Templar, and those charitable Hospitalers went to the Middle East to 
effect a nasty business upon those peace loving Islamist psychopaths and that those 
Mohammedans had no choice but to badly hurt a captured knight before murdering him in cold 
blood.  Some knights were roasted in their own armor.  Children are not taught how bizarre are 
the Talmud and the Koran because that is forbidden knowledge in Democratic nations.  They also 
are not taught much about the Bible, either and how Talmudic Judaism is reflected clearly in the 
Books of Deuteronomy and Leviticus; two books of the Torah. Now, because of Democracy, and 
women having gotten involved in politics, even gaining prime minister ships today, Muslims are 
allowed to invade White Nations and infect them with acid attacks, exotic diseases, strange bugs, 
rape, and murder because it’s, ‘a cultural thing.’  The manure of Democracy worked wonders in 
the brains of White People and now they have an infestation of weeds growing at such a 
phenomenal rate there is not enough Round Up to contain the verdure.  Jews are rubbing their 
hands in glee because they see the farm is working the way they want it to.  Being soulless 
creatures and anti life, the fathers of Islam and Christianity, to be fair, see the suffocating 
infestation of Muslim weeds into Europe as a good thing.  Jews do not want too many White People; 
because, just as they seem to not like olive groves in Palestine and keep rooting them up and 
burning the ancient trees, White People are a goodly fruit which is the Apple of Truth and an 
anathema to the Children of Satan and the Sons of the Devil.

Under National Socialism, Jews can not function and creatures like Harvey Weinstein 
would be facing a gallows.  Sieg Heil.  That means, Hail Victory.  
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